Introduction
The retina, a thin layer of nervous tissue in the back of our eyes, is a highly sophisticated and powerful image processor. The retinal photoreceptors transduce light into electrical signals, which are immediately distributed into several parallel information channels (for review, see [83] ). These channels are represented by approximately ten different types of bipolar cells that relay the photoreceptor input from the outer to the inner layers of the retina. Here, bipolar cell axon terminals contact the dendrites of amacrine cells, a class of interneurons consisting of more than 40 different types with highly diverse functions, and ganglion cells (. Fig. 1a ). The latter are the retina's output neurons (~20 types); their axons form the optic nerve that projects to the visual areas in the brain. Already in the 1950s it became clear that ganglion cells, rather than transmitting a point-by-point ("camera") image of the visual environment, encode specific stimulus features or combinations thereof, including simpler ones, like decrements (OFF) and increments (ON) in light intensity, contrast, and "colour", but also more complex features, such as the presence of an edge, its orientation and motion direction. The complex synaptic interactions in the inner retina are the basis for the diverse feature-detecting circuits (for review, see [36] ).
The first reports of direction-selective (DS) ganglion cells in the vertebrate retina were published in the 1960s (for references, see [88] ). An elegant series of papers by Barlow, Levick and co-workers (e.g. [5, 6, 7] ) on DS ganglion cells in the rabbit retina initiated more than 50 years of research which established the retinal DS circuit as one of the most investigated and best understood neuronal circuits in the vertebrate brain (for more detailed reviews, see [11, 80] ).
DS retinal ganglion cells
Retinal DS cells were originally classified by the polarity of a light change (light-ON or -OFF) that leads to an increase in spike firing: ON-OFF and ON cells (see . Fig. 2 ). A few years ago, in addition to these "classic" DS cells, an OFF-type was also discovered, which will be discussed later (see Sect. "Diversity of DS ganglion cells in the retina").
ON-OFF DS ganglion cells fire both at the leading and the trailing edge of a stimulus moving along the preferred direction through their receptive field, but do not respond to a stimulus moving along the non-preferred (null) direction (. Fig. 1b ) [7] , such that a bright spot on a dark background and a dark spot on a bright background evoke very similar responses. These cells have a distinct morphology with loopy dendrites (. Fig. 1b ) [2] ramifying in the two portions of the retina's inner plexiform layer (IPL) referred to as ON and OFF sublamina (. Fig. 1a ). ON-OFF DS ganglion cells are inhibited by synchronous motion outside their receptive field centre [20] and are therefore considered local motion detectors. While they display broad tuning in both the temporal and spatial frequency domain [37] , retinal ON-OFF DS cells appear to be tuned to the temporal frequency of the stimulus rather than to its velocity, speaking in favour of the "Reichardt detector" [68] as an appropriate theoretical description of the underlying mechanism (reviewed in [11] , Borst, this volume, 2012). ON-OFF DS cells can be clustered into four functional subtypes [64] , each of which prefers a different motion direction roughly parallel to the dorsal-ventral (superior, inferior) or nasal-temporal (anterior, posterior) axis (. Fig. 3a, . Fig. 2) .
In contrast to the ON-OFF cells, ON DS ganglion cells fire only to the leading edge of a bright stimulus moving on a dark background. They are monostratified, with their dendritic arbour ramifying in the inner (ON) sublamina of the IPL [3, 15, 42] . ON DS cells are tuned to lower temporal frequencies [37] and respond best to global motion [88] as caused by image shifts due to head or eye movements. Moreover, ON DS cells can be clustered into three subtypes (. Fig. 2) , with their respective preferred direction corresponding to those of the three semicircular canals in the inner ear [65] . They are the main source of visual input for the control of eye movement and gaze stabilization (reviewed in [8] , see also section "Outlook and open questions").
The main question arising from the discovery of the retinal DS ganglion cells was how a spatio-temporal change in il-lumination (as caused by moving stimuli) at the photoreceptor array is translated into a ganglion cell output that is selective for motion direction. How is the retinal detection of motion direction implemented by the neuronal circuit? The original "Barlow-Levick model" ([6, 7] , reviewed in [51] ) proposed that a DS ganglion cell receives delayed and/or long-lasting inhibition preferentially from interneurons displaced to the "null side" of its dendritic field, the side at which the stimulus moving in null direction arrives. In this scenario, the null (but not the preferred) direction stimulus triggers inhibition already when the stimulus is outside the ganglion cell's receptive field centre and thereby cancels out any subsequent excitation. Understandably, the original model did not fully capture the multi-tiered organization of the retinal DS circuitry as it is known today. Nevertheless, Barlow and co-workers did identify the key properties of any DS circuit: an asymmetry in the input distribution (here: spatial offset between inhibition and excitation), a delay (here: long-lasting or delayed inhibition) and an essential non-linearity (here: inhibition vetoing excitation, in combination with the ganglion cell's spike threshold).
A hallmark of retinal DS cells is their surprising robustness: They easily outperform their counterparts in the primary visual cortex (V1) in many respects: ON-OFF DS cells detect the direction of motion within their receptive field centre more reliably, largely independent of contrast [56] and velocity [37, 65, 88] and even for small movements of a few micrometres [38] . Direction discrimination is roughly constant over a velocity range of more than two orders of magnitude (reviewed in [37] ). This robustness suggests that the underlying feature-detecting circuit relies on multiple pathways and computational mechanisms to generate and enhance DS signals. And indeed, as we discuss in the following, a surprising variety of computations from the cellular to the network level, in combination with highly selective synaptic connectivity, appear to jointly contribute to the robustness of retinal direction detection. As most work was performed on ON-OFF DS ganglion cells, we focus on this DS subtype. It is likely, however, that the basic implementation of the ON DS cell circuit essentially resembles that of its ON-OFF counterpart.
Multi-tiered computation of motion direction in the retina
Blocking receptors for the inhibitory transmitter GABA with selective antagonists [16, 55] or genetically knocking out GABA A receptor subunits [4] abolishes DS responses in the classic DS ganglion cells but leaves their responsiveness intact. This indicates that GABAergic inhibition plays a crucial role in the computation of DS. In addition to excitatory synaptic in- put from bipolar cells, ON-OFF DS ganglion cells receive GABA and glycinergic inhibition from a number of amacrine cell types (reviewed in [21] ). The most prominent amacrine cell providing GABAergic input to DS ganglion cells is the starburst cell [31, 52] ; the functional roles of the other types of amacrine cells, i.e. of the glycinergic ones, are not yet well understood (see, e.g. [60] ). Starburst amacrine cells (SACs) come in an ON and an OFF variety (. Fig. 1a, . Fig. 3b ), which appear to be functionally equivalent. They co-stratify with the respective dendritic subtrees of ON-OFF DS cells (. Fig. 1a) ; ON SACs alike co-stratify with the ON DS type [30] . SACs feature a characteristic morphology [31, 71, 76] that is well conserved across vertebrate species: Their dendritic arbour is composed of 4-6 sectors, each arising from a primary dendrite that radiates from the soma before dividing into smaller branches (. Fig. 3c 1 , . Fig. 4b ).
Early on, the SACs were already considered a prime candidate for the inhibitory interneuron predicted by the BarlowLevick model discussed above [10, 53, 78] . The first direct evidence for this hypothesis came from nifty studies demonstrating that selective ablation of SACs using genetic or pharmacological tools renders the responses of ON and ON-OFF DS ganglion cells indiscriminate to motion direction [1, 92] . These results also suggest that SACs are a major source of DS-relevant GABAergic inhibition. It seems unlikely that other GABAergic amacrine cells fit the role of SACs, because they typically are not numerous enough to provide the different functional subtypes of DS ganglion cells with adequate input (reviewed in [79] )-unless highly localized dendritic processing were compensating for the lack of cell numbers (see also [70] ).
That SACs indeed provide spatially offset inhibition to DS ganglion cells as a consequence of asymmetrical synaptic wiring was first confirmed by paired recordings. These revealed that SACs located on the null side of a ganglion cell provide significantly stronger inhibition than SACs located on its preferred side (. Fig. 3d) [32, 48, 85] The anatomical correlate of the predicted asymmetrical connectivity remained elusive, since neither morphology [2] nor synaptic input distribution [44] allowed the preferred direction of the "classic" DS cells to be predicted. Complex synaptic arrangements between SACs and DS cells at the ultrastructural level had been described [21] ; however, only very recently, a novel electron microscopy (EM) technique for recording tissue volumes of sufficient size and resolution [13] allowed for the analysis of the synaptic connectivity between SACs and DS ganglion cells statistically (. Fig. 3a , b, c). In their elegant study, Briggman and co-workers [14] revealed two important DS circuit properties: (1) An individual SAC provides input to all DS ganglion cells within its dendritic field, but highly selectively such that (2) the great majority of SAC synapses a particular DS ganglion cell receives originate from dendrites of several SACs that roughly point in the ganglion cell's null direction. In other words, the somata of SACs connected to a particular DS ganglion cell are indeed preferentially located on the null side of the ganglion cell (see . Fig. 3c 2 , d 2 ).
Spatially offset inhibition as such can be sufficient to render ganglion cell responses directional selective [10, 47] and is a recurrent theme in the retinal DS circuit [33]. It acts not only at the level of the ganglion cell, but possibly also at bipolar cell terminals presynaptic to DS ganglion cells (see next paragraph and . Fig. 3d 2 ) and possibly between SACs. Nevertheless, the retinal DS circuit does not solely rely on spatially offset inhibition (. Fig. 3 ), but ensures that this inhibition itself is directionally tuned (. Fig. 4 ). Note that these aspects of direction selectivity represent two different levels of computation, the network level and the cellular level.
Evidence indicating that the synaptic input to ON-OFF DS ganglion cells is already directionally tuned came from a series of patch-clamp studies [9, 32, 72] . They revealed that preferred direction motion elicits more excitatory and less inhibitory input to the ganglion cell, whereas null direction motion has the opposite effect. This indicates that both inhibition and excitation are DS but tuned to opposite directions, and that already interneurons presynaptic to the ganglion cells are involved in the computation of motion direction-features that were not captured by the original Barlow-Levick model. The prime candidate for the source of DS inhibition was the SAC-not only because it provides major inhibition to DS ganglion cells, but also because of its anatomical and physiological properties. Each SAC dendrite is functionally polarized: Synap-Abstract How direction of image motion is detected as early as at the level of the vertebrate eye has been intensively studied in retina research. Although the first direction-selective (DS) retinal ganglion cells were already described in the 1960s and have since then been in the focus of many studies, scientists are still puzzled by the intricacy of the neuronal circuits and computational mechanisms underlying retinal direction selectivity. The fact that the retina can be easily isolated and studied in a Petri dish-by presenting light stimuli while recording from the various cell types in the retinal circuits-in combination with the extensive anatomical, molecular and physiological knowledge about this part of the brain presents a unique opportunity for studying this intriguing visual circuit in detail. This article provides a brief overview of the history of research on retinal direction selectivity, but then focuses on the past decade and the progress achieved, in particular driven by methodological advances in optical recording techniques, molecular genetics approaches and large-scale ultrastructural reconstructions. As it turns out, retinal direction selectivity is a complex, multi-tiered computation, involving dendrite-intrinsic mechanisms as well as several types of network interactions on the basis of highly selective, likely genetically predetermined synaptic connectivity. Moreover, DS ganglion cell types appear to be more diverse than previously thought, differing not only in their preferred direction and response polarity, but also in physiology, DS mechanism, dendritic morphology and, importantly, the target area of their projections in the brain.
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Retina · Vertebrate · Direction selectivity · Direction-selective ganglion cells · Starburst amacrine cells tic inputs from both bipolar and amacrine cells cover its whole dendritic length, while output synapses are restricted to the distal part (. Fig. 3c 1 , . Fig. 4) [31]. In combination with the morphology and the differential distribution of ion channels along the SAC dendrite, this leads to electrical isolation of the sectors from each other [57, 82] . As a result, the individual dendritic sectors can be considered as largely independent processing units [10, 28, 57, 77] . In contrast to most retinal neurons, SACs display an extensive dendritic overlap [71] , which enables them to provide independent neuronal hardware for the different DS cell subtypes. Optical measurements of light-stimulus evoked Ca 2+ signals [23] in the dendrites of SACs demonstrated that stimuli moving from the soma to the dendritic tips (centrifugal motion) evoke larger Ca 2+ changes in the distal dendrites than motion in the opposite direction (centripetal motion) (. Fig. 4a ) [28, 49] . Because SAC output synapses are located in the distal dendrites [29] , this suggests that SACs provide DS ganglion cells with directionally tuned input. Moreover, since the dendritic sectors are electrically isolated from each other, they can be thought of as independent detectors for centrifugal motion-consistent with the recent anatomical finding that the dendrites of each individual SAC provide selective input to ON-OFF DS cells of all four directional subtypes (. Fig. 3a , b, c) [14] .
Several different models were proposed to explain the generation of direction selectivity in SAC dendrites. These models differ in the neuron types recruited or in the biophysical mechanisms employed, but they are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Some models mainly rely on network interactions, i.e. the fact that SACs form reciprocal GABAergic synapses [93] . The idea is that if an SAC is excited, it inhibits its neighbour; this in turn reduces the neighbour's GABA release and in effect enhances the first SAC's response (e.g. [58] ). Such interaction may sharpen the DS contrast in neighbouring SAC dendrites pointing in opposite directions [48, 49] . However, since GABA receptor antagonists do not abolish dendritic direction selectivity in SACs [28, 40, 49, 63] , it is unlikely that such interactions are essential for the computation.
The majority of models focuses on the intrinsic properties of SACs and makes use of the fact that their dendrites are polarized computational subunits (see above). Simulations predict that SAC dendrites generate weak DS signals even when excluding active conductances (=passive dendrites) [75] . As a result, centrifugal motion evokes larger signals in the dendritic tips, whereas centripetal motion evokes larger signals in the soma [10] . As SAC output synapses are located in the distal dendrites, centrifugal motion is expected to result in a larger output signal. In this scenario, the distal bias in the distribution of output synapses serves as spatial asymmetry, while the threshold for transmitter release acts as the essential nonlinearity-two of the features required by any DS computation (discussed in [11] ). Nevertheless, the directional tuning predicted by passive SAC models is relatively small compared to that of the inhibitory input observed in DS ganglion cells. Also, passive models predict a larger electrical signal at the soma for centripetal motion, which contradicts experimental observations [28, 66] . To circumvent the deficits of passive models, voltage-gated channels, of which SACs possess a number of suitable types, were incorporated as non-linearities. If activated in a motion directiondependent manner, such channels could boost dendritic DS responses in SACs [10, 40, 75] . In addition to Ca 2+ channels, te- trodotoxin-insensitive Na + channels represent interesting candidates [61] , because pharmacological blockage of these channels reduces direction selectivity in SACs [63] . Aside from the radially asymmetric distribution of output synapses at their distal compartments, two types of gradients along SAC dendrites were proposed to serve as functional asymmetry for direction detection. Ca 2+ channel activation data acquired from SACs suggest that the distal dendrites are tonically depolarized relative to the soma [40], possibly due to tonic glutamatergic input from bipolar cells [73] (but see [63] ). Model- ling suggests that even a small dendro-somatic voltage difference-in combination with suitable voltage-gated channelscould generate robust direction selectivity in SAC dendrites [40] . A different model proposed that SACs maintain a Cl -concentration gradient along their dendrites, such that GABAergic input causes depolarization at the proximal and hyperpolarization at the distal dendrite [27, 34, 35] . According to this model, the asymmetry in the effect of GABAergic input generates dendritic direction selectivity. Its dependence upon GABAergic input is a caveat of the Cl -gradient model, because SAC responses remain direction selective in the presence of GABA receptor blockers (see above). This suggests that a Cl -gradient may contribute to dendritic direction selectivity in SACs but cannot explain it exclusively.
As mentioned before, not only the inhibition but also the excitation received by DS ganglion cells is directionally tuned, illustrating once more the complexity of the retinal DS circuit. This excitatory input is partially mediated by glutamate released from bipolar cells [33] . Here, the tuning could arise from direction-dependent suppression of bipolar cell output by GABAergic amacrine cells (. Fig. 3d ), which would explain why this excitatory DS pathway is also sensitive to GABA receptor blockers. The fact that ablating SACs abolishes DS responses in classic DS ganglion cells [1, 92] 
open questions").
There is increasing evidence that also intrinsic properties of DS ganglion cells, i.e. dendritic spike generation [62] , contribute to the detection of motion direction (see also next section). Computer modelling data suggest that the dendritic arbour of ON-OFF DS cells is partitioned into separate electrotonic regions, each of which locally integrates inhibitory and excitatory inputs to "decide" whether or not a dendritic spike is fired [69] . Dendritic spikes relay the decision of the dendritic region-independent of the activity in other regions-to the soma, where a somatic spike is then triggered. Therefore, dendritic spike initiation and electrotonic isolation of dendritic regions may enable ON-OFF ganglion cells to respond reliably to different scales of motion within their receptive field centre and to sharpen the rather broad directional tuning of the synaptic inputs.
Diversity of DS ganglion cells in the retina
In the past few years it has become clear that the classic DS ganglion cells are functionally more diverse than previously thought (. Fig. 2 ). For instance, systematic recordings of ON DS cells revealed that they are functionally subdivided into transient and sustained types, each of which has distinct anatomical features [45] . Most progress, however, came from the analysis of novel transgenic mouse lines with cell type-selective expression of biomarkers (for overview, see [80] 
open questions").
The genetic approach also led to the discovery of a new type of DS ganglion cell in a transgenic mouse line expressing fluorescent protein under the control of the JAM-B (junctional adhesion molecule B) promoter [46] . JAM-B-positive DS cells have a peculiar morphology: Their asymmetrical wedge-shaped dendritic arbours are aligned with the dorsalventral axis of the retina and point in the ventral direction (see . Fig. 2 ). They respond best to motion from the soma to the dendritic tips. Because they fire primarily at light-offset and have their dendrites in the OFF sublamina of the IPL, they are referred to as OFF DS ganglion cells. Nevertheless, they respond to preferred direction motion for both contrasts [46] . Interestingly, the circuit of the OFF DS cell seems to differ from that of the classic ON and ON-OFF types-despite the general involvement of some form of spatially offset inhibition [46] Because the OFF DS cell and OFF SAC dendrites stratify in different IPL levels, an involvement of SACs is unlikely. Furthermore, the OFF DS cell responses to dark moving spots are tuned to higher velocities than those to bright moving spots, suggesting differences in ON and OFF DS mechanismsin contrast to ON-OFF DS ganglion cells.
The tuning strength of OFF DS cells is positively correlated with the degree of dendritic asymmetry, suggesting that the cells' morphology is crucial for the computation. This is also in contrast to the classic DS ganglion cells, where no reliable correlation between dendritic morphology and preferred direction was found [2, 43, 44, 89] . A recent study, however, shows that the latter does not hold for all ON-OFF DS cells: Trenholm and colleagues [74] reported a genetically defined type of ON-OFF DS cell (in Hb9::eGFP transgenic mice) that prefers anterior motion. It possesses a bistratified dendritic arbour consistently oriented towards the preferred direction-reminiscent of the JAM-B OFF DS cells. Aside from the distinctly asymmetrical dendritic arbour, Hb9::eGFP DS cells morphologically resemble the classic ON-OFF ganglion cells in the mouse, although it cannot be excluded that these ganglion cells represent a novel subtype. The study shows that the morphological asymmetries, in combination with active dendritic channels, are sufficient for generating substantial DS responses with centrifugal motion preference-in analogy to the intrinsic mechanism proposed for SAC dendritic direction selectivity [40] . The classic GABAergic inhibition-mediated DS mechanisms also contribute to the directional tuning of these DS cells, but it is not crucial for their DS response at least for lower motion velocities (roughly <1 mm/s). These experimental findings are in line with earlier modelling results predicting that the distal dendrites of DS ganglion cells are intrinsically DS, with their preferred directions oriented radially from the cell's centre [69] . In cells with more symmetrical dendritic arbours, such intrinsic direction selectivity is less prominent, since it differentially interacts with the DS synaptic input, enhancing it at the null side, while antagonizing it at the preferred side [69, 74] .
Outlook and open questions
As outlined above, our understanding of retinal DS circuits and the underlying computations has much improved, particularly in the last decade. Nonetheless, several intriguing questions remain unanswered.
(a) Which mechanism(s) render the excitatory input received by DS ganglion cells DS? As detailed above, in case of the glutamatergic input from bipolar cells, DS inhibition at their axon terminals, for instance, from SACs, might do the trick. Whether or not such connectivity exists will likely soon be known, since the required EM data of the DS circuit are already available [14] . More puzzling is the cholinergic input from SACs. Blocking cholinergic receptors seems to have little effect on the directional tuning of DS ganglion cell responses, except maybe for some kinds of stimuli (e.g. gratings, [39]). When blocking both cholinergic and GABA receptors simultaneously, DS ganglion cell responses are reduced independent of motion direction [19] , suggesting that cholinergic input provides motion-but not directionsensitive excitation [41] . More recently, paired recordings confirmed that SACs provide DS ganglion cells with cholinergic input from all sides, but also showed that this input is modulated by GABA [48] . Therefore, cholinergic input from SACs on the preferred side of a DS ganglion cell facilitates its response, whereas cholinergic input from SACs on the cell's null side is suppressed by inhibitory inputs [48] . This means that in the cholinergic pathway, directional tuning seems to result from direction-dependent modulation of otherwise symmetrical input to the ganglion cells-this is in contrast to the GABAergic pathway, where the asymmetry is implemented as spatially asymmetrical synaptic connectivity [14] . Still, many questions about the cholinergic input remain open. For instance, EM data suggest that SACs located on the preferred side of a DS cell make few contacts (. Fig. 3d) [14] , which raises the question of how the strong cholinergic signals are relayed. Moreover, what is the functional role of the cholinergic pathway if blocking it has little effect on direction selectivity? GABA and acetylcholine appear to be differentially released from SACs in a Ca 2+ level-dependent manner [48] , but how is this differential transmitter release implemented and controlled at the cellular level?
It is noteworthy that there is another possibility that may explain why the measured excitatory input to DS ganglion cells depends on motion direction: Modelling data suggest that this difference may at least in part be a measurement artefact due to interactions between excitatory and inhibitory conductances in not sufficiently space-clamped ganglion cells, without requiring any actual DS excitation [67] .
(b) How does the complex connectivity of the retinal DS circuit arise during development? Many attempts have been made to modify retinal DS by experimental manipulations such as dark-rearing [17, 18, 24] or raising animals in environments with biased motion direction statistics [22] . All these attempts were unsuccessful, indicating that setting up the retinal DS circuit does not require visual input (reviewed in [84] ). Also light-independent retinal waves appear to play no crucial role in this process [24, 26] . The dendritic architecture of DS ganglion cells and SACs is in place before the retina becomes light responsive [86, 87] , and light-evoked DS responses can be recorded from ganglion cells as early as at eye opening [50] .
Two recent studies investigated the development of the synaptic connectivity between SACs and DS ganglion cells. Yonehara and co-workers [90] applied optogenetics in transgenic mice to express channelrhodopsin, a light-sensitive cation channel [59] , in SACs. This way they could directly drive SACs with light even before bipolar cells connect and the retina becomes light sensitive. They then mapped the synaptic connectivity between the two cell types by activating SACs at different positions around an ON DS ganglion cell, revealing that inhibitory input to the DS cell changed from symmetrical to asymmetrical before eye opening within only 2 days. In the second study, Wei and co-workers [85] performed paired recordings from SACs and a genetically labelled subtype of ON-OFF DS ganglion cell. They found that the inhibitory SAC input to the ganglion cells was spatially symmetrical before eye opening. A few days later, however, the inhibitory input on the null side of the ganglion cell strongly increased. The results from the two studies are largely consistent: the retinal DS circuit matures rapidly before the retina becomes light sensitive. That the inhibitory events measured in the DS cells become more frequent instead of increasing in amplitude [85] hints at selective synapse formation or elimination as a mechanism for generating asymmetric connectivity. EM data revealed that the probability for an SAC-DS cell contact increases the closer the local angle of the SAC dendrite matches the DS cell's null direction, suggesting that the synapse-forming mechanism makes use of the local dendritic geometry and/or activity [14] . It is conceivable that also gradients of molecular cues along the retinal axes are involved in this process (reviewed in [25] ); however, the identity of these markers and the underlying guidance mechanisms are unknown.
(
c) Finally, what are the specific functions of this multitude of different DS cells?
One more obvious function is to provide visual input for eye movement control and gaze stabilization. Since ablation of SACs results in a complete loss of the optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) [1, 92] , classic ON and ON-OFF DS cells are clearly involved. Instead of projecting to the superior colliculus (SC) and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) like the majority of ganglion cells, ON DS cells indeed project to the accessory optic system (AOS), a collection of nuclei that controls eye movement (for review, see [8] ). Transgenic mice that express markers selectively in DS cell subtypes showed that the axonal projections of ON DS cells with different preferred direction form discrete clusters in the medial terminal nucleus, the primary nucleus of the AOS [91] . ON-OFF DS cells also provide some input to the AOS, but they also send collaterals to the SC and the LGN and, therefore, are expected to serve other, still unknown, visual functions as well (reviewed in [8] 
